Abstract. We prove convergence of discrete duality finite volume (DDFV) schemes on distorted meshes for a class of simplified macroscopic bidomain models of the electrical activity in the heart. Both time-implicit and linearised time-implicit schemes are treated. A short description is given of the 3D DDFV meshes and of some of the associated discrete calculus tools. Several numerical tests are presented.
Introduction
We consider the heart of a living organism that occupies a fixed domain Ω, which is assumed to be a bounded open subset of R 3 with Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω. A prototype model for the cardiac electrical activity is the following nonlinear reaction-diffusion system (1)
where Q denotes the time-space cylinder (0, T ) × Ω. This model, called the bidomain model, was first proposed in the late 1970s by Tung [54] and is now the generally accepted model of electrical behaviour of cardiac tissue (see Henriquez [33] , Keener and Sneyd [40] ). The functions u i = u i (t, x) and u e = u e (t, x) represent the intracellular and extracellular electrical potentials, respectively, at time t ∈ (0, T ) and location x ∈ Ω. The difference v = u i − u e is known as the transmembrane potential. The conductivity properties of the two media are modelled by anisotropic, heterogeneous tensors M i (x) and M e (x). The surface capacitance of the membrane is usually represented by a positive constant c m ; upon rescaling, we can assume c m = 1. The stimulation currents applied to the intra-and extracellular spaces are represented by an L 2 (Q) function I app = I app (t, x). Finally, the transmembrane ionic current h [v] is computed from the potential v. The system is closed by choosing a relation that links h[v] to v and specifying appropriate initial-boundary conditions. We stress that realistic models include a system of ODEs for computing the ionic current as a function of the transmembrane potential and a series of additional "gating variables" aiming to model the ionic transfer across the cell membrane (see, e.g., [46, 39, 47, 40] ). This makes the relation h = h[v] non-local in time.
Herein we focus on the issue of discretisation in space of the bidomain model. The presence of the ODEs, some of them being quite stiff, greatly complicates the issue of discretisation in time. It also results in a huge gap between theoretical convergence results and the practical computation of a reliable solution. We surmise that the precise form of the relations that link h[v] to v is not essential for the validation of the space discretisation techniques. Therefore, as in [8, 9] , we study (1) under the greatly simplifying assumption that the ionic current is represented locally, in time and space, by a nonlinear function h(v). However, such a simplification allows to mimic, to a certain extent, the depolarisation sequence in the cardiac tissue, taking the ionic current term h[v] to be a cubic polynomial (bistable equation); this choice models the fast inward sodium current that initiates depolarisation (cf., e.g., [17] ).
In the context of electro-cardiology the relevant boundary condition would be a Neumann condition for the fluxes associated with the intra-and extracellular electrical potentials:
M i,e (x)∇u i,e · n = s i,e on (0, T ) × ∂Ω.
It serves to couple the heart electrical activity with the much weaker electrical phenomena taking place in the torso. The simplest case is the one of the isolated heart, namely s i,e = 0. For the mathematical study we are heading to, we consider rather general mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions of the form (2) u i,e = g i,e on (0, T ) × Γ D , M i,e (x)∇u i,e · n = s i,e on (0, T ) × Γ N ,
where ∂Ω is partitioned into sufficiently regular parts Γ N and Γ D , and n denotes the H 2 -a.e. defined exterior unit normal vector to the Neumann part Γ N of the boundary ∂Ω. To keep the analysis simple, let us assume that s i,e ∈ L 2 ((0, T )×Γ N );
for g i,e , we assume g i,e ∈ L 2 (0, T ; H 1/2 (Γ D )) (in fact, we consider g i,e extended to L 2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)) functions). Regarding the initial data, we prescribe only the transmembrane potential: (3) v(0, x) = v 0 (x), x ∈ Ω.
Clearly, (1) and (3) are invariant under the simultaneous change of u i,e into u i,e + k, k ∈ R. In the case ∂Ω = Γ N , Γ D = Ø, also (2) is invariant under this change; therefore, for the sake of being definite, we normalise u e by assuming (4) whenever Γ D = Ø, Ω u e (t, ·) = 0 for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ).
It is easy to see that the existence of solutions to (1) , (3) requires the compatibility condition (5) whenever Γ D = Ø, ∂Ω s i (t, ·) + s e (t, ·) = 0 for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ).
Notice that the diffusion operators M i,e (x)∇u i,e in (1) are linear in the gradient ∇u i,e , heterogeneous & anisotropic, and time-independent; these assumptions seem to be sufficiently general to capture the phenomena of the electrical activity in the heart. More general models with time-dependent and nonlinear in ∇u i,e diffusion of the Leray-Lions type were studied in [8] . Here we assume that M i,e (x) x∈Ω is a family of symmetric matrices, uniformly bounded and positive definite:
∃γ for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀ξ ∈ R 3 , 1 γ |ξ| 2 ≤ (M i,e (x)ξ) · ξ ≤ γ|ξ| 2 .
In particular, we have M i,e ∈ L ∞ (Ω). Now let us describe in detail the ionic current function h = h(v). We assume that h : R → R is a continuous function, and that there exist r ∈ (2, +∞) and constants α, L, l > 0 such that (6) 1 α |v| r ≤ |h(v)v| ≤ α (|v| r + 1) , It is rather natural, although not necessary, to require in addition that (8) ∀ z, s ∈ R (h(z) −h(s))(z − s) ≥ 1 C (1 + |z| + |s|) r−2 |z − s| 2 .
According to [16, 19] , the most appropriate value is r = 4, which means that the non-linearity h is of cubic growth at infinity. Assumptions (6), (7) are automatically satisfied by any cubic polynomial h with positive leading coefficient. A number of works have been devoted to the theoretical and numerical study of the above bidomain model. Colli Franzone and Savaré [19] prove the existence of weak solutions for the model with an ionic current term driven by a single ODE, by applying the theory of evolution variational inequalities in Hilbert spaces. Sanfelici [51] considered the same approach to prove the convergence of Galerkin approximations for the bidomain model. Veneroni in [55] extended this technique to prove existence and uniqueness results for more sophisticated ionic models. Bourgault, Coudière and Pierre [13] prove existence and uniqueness results for the bidomain equations, including the FitzHugh-Nagumo and Aliev-Panfilov models, by applying a semigroup approach and also by using the Faedo-Galerkin method and compactness techniques. Recently, Bendahmane and Karlsen [8] proved the existence and uniqueness for a nonlinear version of the simplified bidomain equations (1) by using a uniformly parabolic regularisation of the system and the Faedo-Galerkin method.
Regarding finite volume (FV) schemes for cardiac problems, a first approach is given in Harrild and Henriquez [31] . Coudière and Pierre [22] prove convergence of an implicit FV approximation to the monodomain equations. We mention also the work of Coudière, Pierre and Turpault [23] on the well-posedness and testing of the DDFV method for the bidomain model. Bendahmane and Karlsen [9] analyse a FV method for the bidomain model with Dirichlet boundary conditions, supplying various existence, uniqueness and convergence results. Finally, Bendahmane, Bürger and Ruiz [10] analyse a parabolic-elliptic system with Neumann boundary conditions, adapting the approach in [9] ; they also provide numerical experiments.
In this paper, as in [9] , we use a finite volume approach for the space discretisation of (1) and the backward Euler scheme in time. Due to a different choice of the finite volume discretisation, we drop the restrictions on the mesh and on the isotropic and homogeneous structure of the tensors M i,e imposed in [9] . We also consider general boundary conditions (2) . The space discretisation strategy we use is essentially the one described and implemented by Pierre [49] and Coudière et al. [23, 24] . More precisely, we utilise different types of DDFV discretisations of the 3D diffusion operator; in addition to the scheme of [49, 24] , we examine the schemes described in [3, 38, 2] (see also [4] ) and [21] . It should be noticed that 2D bidomain simulations on slices of the 3D heart are also of interest. The standard 2D DDFV construction can be applied to problem (1), (2) ,(3) on 2D polygonal domains; the 3D convergence results readily extend to the 2D case.
The DDFV approximations were designed specifically for anisotropic and/or nonlinear diffusion problems, and they work on rather general (eventually, distorted, non-conformal and locally refined) meshes. We refer to Hermeline [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] , Domelevo and Omnès [26] , Delcourte, Domelevo and Omnès [25] , Andreianov, Boyer and Hubert [6] , and Herbin and Hubert [32] for background information on DDFV methods. Most of these works treat 2D linear anisotropic, heterogeneous diffusion problems, while the case of discontinuous diffusion operators have been treated by Boyer and Hubert in [15] . Hermeline [37, 38] treats the analogous 3D problems, [25] treats the Stokes problem, and the work [6] is devoted to the nonlinear Leray-Lions framework.
A number of numerical simulations of the full bidomain system (the PDE (1) for u i,e plus ODEs for h [v] ) coupled with the torso can be found in [43, 44, 23, 52, 53] .
Our study can be considered as a theoretical and numerical validation of the DDFV discretisation strategy for the bidomain model. For both a fully time-implicit scheme and a linearised time-implicit scheme, we prove convergence of different DDFV discretisations to the unique solution of the bidomain model (1) . Then numerical experiments are reported to document some of the features of the DDFV space discretisations. A rescaled version of model (1), together with a cubic shape for v → h [v] , is used to simulate the propagation of excitation potential waves in an anisotropic medium. In our tests, we combine 2D and 3D DDFV schemes for the diffusion terms with fully explicit discretisation of the ionic current term; thus numerical experiments validate this scheme, although we were not able to justify its convergence theoretically. Convergence of the numerical solutions towards the continuous one is measured in three different ways: the first two ones are aimed at physiological applications (convergence for the activation time and for the propagation velocity), whereas the third one corresponds to the norm used in Theorem 4.5. Implementation is detailed. Due to a large number of unknowns and a relatively large stencil of the 3D DDFV schemes, a careful preconditioning is needed for the bidomain system matrix that has to be inverted at each time step. The preconditioning strategy we adopted here is developed in [50] : it provides an almost linear complexity with respect to the matrix size for the system matrix inversion. The preconditioning combines the idea of hierarchical matrices decomposition [11, 12] with heuristics referred to as the monodomain approximation [18] .
The remaining part of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we give the definition of a weak solution to (1), (2) , (3) . Moreover, we recast the problem into a variational form, from which we deduce an existence and uniqueness result. In Section 3 we describe one of the 3D DDFV schemes, while in Section 4 we formulate two "backward Euler in time" & "DDFV in space" finite volume schemes, and state the main convergence results. The proofs of these results are postponed to Section 6; their basis being Section 5, where we recall some mathematical tools for studying DDFV schemes. Finally, Section 7 is devoted to numerical examples.
Solution framework and well-posedness
We introduce the space
In the case Γ D = Ø, we also use the quotient space
The dual of V is denoted by V , with a corresponding duality pairing ·, · . We assume that the Dirichlet data g i,e in (2) are sufficiently regular, so that
(we keep the same notation for the functions g i,e and their traces). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the Neumann data
Finally, we require that the initial function v 0 belongs to L 2 (Ω).
Definition 2.1. A weak solution to Problem (1),(2),(3) is a triple of functions
and such that (1), (2) 
In the case Γ D = Ø, we normalise u e by requiring (4).
Remark 2.2.
It is not difficult to show that Definition 2.1 is equivalent to a "variational" formulation of Problem (1), (2), (3) , in the spirit of Alt and Luckhaus [1] . Indeed, a triple (u i , u e , v) satisfying (9) is a weak solution of Problem (1), (2), (3) if and only if (1),(2),(3) are satisfied in the space
. This means precisely that the distributional derivative ∂ t v can be identified with an element of
, and with this identification there holds
for all ϕ ∈ L 2 (0, T ; V ) ∩ L r (Q), and
We have the following chain rule:
This type of result is well known; for example, it can be proved along the lines of Alt and Luckhaus [1] and Otto [48] (see also [45] and [14, Theorème II.5.11] ).
The following lemma is a technical tool adapted to the weak formulation of Definition 2.1.
Lemma 2.4.
Let Ω be a Lipschitz domain. There exists a family of linear operators
Let us stress that the linearity of R ε (·) is essential for the application of this lemma. It is used to regularise u i,e , so that one can take R ε (u i,e ) as test functions in (10); for example, a priori estimates for weak solutions and uniform bounds on their Galerkin approximations will be obtained in this way. In addition, a straightforward application of the lemma is the following uniqueness result: Theorem 2.5. Assume (6) and (7). Then there exists a unique weak solution
Continuous dependence of the solution on I app , s i,e , g i,e can be shown with the same technique, using in addition the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on (0, T ) × Γ N and the trace inequalities for H 1 functions.
as test function in the first equation of (10), and ζ(t)R ε (u e −û e )(t, x) in the second equation of (10) . We subtract the resulting equations and apply the chain rule of Lemma 2.3; using the linearity of R ε (·) and the other properties listed in Lemma 2.4, and subsequently sending ε → 0, we finally arrive at
For a.e. t > 0, we let ζ converge to the characteristic function of [0, t]. Thanks to the monotonicity assumption (7) onh, we deduce
By the Gronwall inequality, the L 2 continuous dependence property stated in the theorem follows.
Next, if (8) holds, from the Hölder inequality and the evident estimate
Finally, ifv 0 ≡ v 0 , not only do we have v ≡v, but alsoû i,e = u i,e because of the strict positivity of M i and the boundary/normalisation condition in V .
It remains to prove the regularisation result.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. For simplicity we consider separately the two basic cases.
• Pure Dirichlet BC case.
Extend z by zero for t / ∈ (0, T ). Take a standard family of mollifiers (ρ ε ) ε>0 on R d+1 supported in the ball of radius ε centred at the origin. Introduce the set
. From standard properties of mollifiers and the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral, one easily deduces
, it remains to show that ρ ε * ( ∇θ ε z) converges to zero in L 2 (Q) as ε → 0. By standard properties of mollifiers, it is sufficient to prove that ∇θ ε z → 0 in L 2 (R d ) as ε → 0, which follows from an appropriate version of the Poincaré inequality.
Indeed, in the case ∂Ω is Lipschitz regular, we can fix ε 0 > 0 and cover Ω ε0 by a finite number of balls (O i ) i∈I (eventually rotating the coordinate axes in each ball) such that for all i ∈ I, for all ε < ε 0 the set Ω ε ∩ O i is contained in the strip {Ψ i (x 2 , x 3 ) < x 1 < Ψ i (x 2 , x 3 ) + Cε} for some Lipschitz continuous function Ψ i on R 2 and some C > 0. Hence by the standard Poincaré inequality in domains of thickness ε, we have
and the right-hand side converges to zero as ε → 0, by the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral.
• Pure Neumann BC case.
We use a linear extension operator
Such an operator is constructed in a standard way, using a partition of unity, boundary rectification and reflection (see, e.g., Evans [27] ). We then define R ε by the formula R ε (z) = ρ ε * (E(z)).
• The general case: mixed Dirichlet-Neumann BC.
It suffices to define Ω ε := {x ∈ Ω | dist (x, Γ D ) < ε}, introduce θ ε as in the Dirichlet case, introduce E as in the Neumann case, and take R ε (z) = ρ ε * (θ ε E(z)). Remark 2.6. We have seen that the following space appears naturally:
Introducing its dual E and the corresponding duality pairing ·, · ; we have
whenever the limit exists. Now, using Remark 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, it is not difficult to recast Problem (1),(2),(3) into the following formal framework:
In view of Remarks 2.2 and 2.6, we can apply some of the techniques used by Alt and Luckhaus [1] to deduce an existence result from the uniform boundedness in E of the Galerkin approximations of our problem (cf. [13] ). The uniform bound in E is obtained using the chain rule of Lemma 2.3, the Gronwall inequality and the assumptions (6),(7) on the ionic current. The arguments of the existence proof will essentially be reproduced in Section 6; therefore we omit the details here.
In view of the uniqueness and continuous dependence result of Theorem 2.5 and its proof, we can end this section by stating a well-posedness result.
Theorem 2.7. Assume (5), (6) and (7). There exists one and only one solution to Problem (1), (2) , (3) . If in addition (8) holds, then the solution depends continuously in the space E on the initial datum in L 2 (Ω).
The framework of DDFV schemes
We make an idealisation of the heart by assuming that it occupies a polyhedral domain Ω of R 3 . We discretise the diffusion terms in (1) using the implicit Euler scheme in time and the so-called Discrete Duality Finite Volume (DDFV) schemes in space. The DDFV schemes were introduced for the discretisation of linear diffusion problems on 2D unstructured, non-orthogonal meshes by Hermeline [34, 35] and by Domelevo and Omnès [26] . They turned out to be well suited for approximation of anisotropic and heterogeneous linear or non-linear diffusion problems.
Our application requires a 3D analogue of the 2D DDFV schemes. Three versions of such 3D DDFV schemes have already been developed; we shall refer to them as (A), (B) and (C). We refer to [49, 24] for version (A); version (B) that we describe in Section 3.2 below was developed in [37, 38] and [3, 4, 2] ; we refer to [21] for version (C). In this paper, we show the convergence of any of these schemes, using only general properties of DDFV approximations.
3.1. Generalities. In the 3D DDFV approach of [49, 24] (version (A)) and in the one of [3, 4, 2] , [38, 37] (version (B)), the meshes consist of control volumes of two kinds, the primal and the dual ones. Version (C) also includes a third mesh. For cases (B) and (C), primal volumes and dual volumes form two partitions of Ω, up to a set of measure zero. In case (A), the primal volumes form a partition of Ω, and the dual volumes cover Ω twice, up to a set of measure zero. Some of the dual and primal volumes are considered as "Dirichlet boundary" volumes, while the others are the "interior" volumes (this includes the volumes located near the Neumann part Γ N of ∂Ω). With each (primal or dual) interior control volume we associate unknown values for u i , u e , v; Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the boundary volumes. The Neumann boundary conditions will enter the definition of the discrete divergence operator near the boundary; it is convenient to take them into account by introducing additional unknowns associated with "degenerated primal volumes" that are parts of the Neumann boundary Γ N .
We consider the space R T of discrete functions on Ω; a discrete function u T ∈ R T consists of one real value per interior control volume. On R T an appropriate inner product ·, · Ω is introduced, which is a bilinear positive form. Both primal and dual volumes define a partition of Ω into diamonds, used to represent discrete gradients and other discrete fields on Ω. The space (R D ) 3 of discrete fields on Ω serves to define the fluxes through the boundaries of control
is introduced. A discrete duality finite volume scheme is determined by the mesh, the discrete divergence operator div
T obtained by the standard finite volume discretisation procedure (with values s T given by the Neumann boundary condition on Γ N ), and by the associated discrete gradient operator. More precisely, the discrete gradient operator ∇
3 is defined on the space of discrete functions extended by values g T in volumes adjacent to Γ D ; it is defined in such a way that the discrete duality property holds:
Here ∇ In [49, 24] and [3, 4, 2] , [37, 38] , the definitions of dual volumes and ·, · Ω differ; but both methods can be analysed with the same formalism. The construction in [21] only differs by its use of three meshes based on three kinds of control volumes.
This also changes the definition of ·, · In all the three cases, appropriate definitions of the spaces
, and the operators div T , ∇ T , lead to the discrete duality property (11).
3.2.
A description of version (B). In this subsection we describe the objects and the associated discrete gradient and divergence operators for version (B) of the scheme. More details and generalisations can be found in [2] .
3.2.1. Construction of "double" meshes.
• A partition of Ω is a finite set of disjoint open polyhedral subsets of Ω such that Ω is contained in their union, up to a set of zero three-dimensional measure. A "double" finite volume mesh of Ω is a triple
• First, let M o Ω be a partition of Ω into open polyhedral with triangular or quadrangular faces. We assume them convex. Assume that ∂Ω is the disjoint union of polygonal parts Γ D (for the sake of being definite, we assume it to be closed) and Γ N (that we therefore assume to be open). Then we require that each face of the polyhedra in M o Ω either lies inside Ω, or it lies in Γ D , or it lies in Γ N (up to a set of zero two-dimensional measure). Each K ∈ M o Ω is called a primal control volume and is supplied with an arbitrarily chosen centre x K ; for simplicity, we assume x K ∈ K.
Further, we call M o Γ N (respectively, ∂M o ) the set of all faces of control volumes that are included in Γ N (resp., in Γ D ). These faces are considered as degenerate control volumes; those of ∂M o are called boundary primal volumes.
o is the set of interior primal volumes;
and we denote by
• We call neighbours of K, all control volumes L ∈ M o such that K and L have a common face (by convention, a degenerate volume
o has a unique face, which coincides with the degenerate volume itself). The set of all neighbours of K is denoted by N (K). Note that if L ∈ N (K), then K ∈ N (L); in this case we simply say that K and L are (a couple of) neighbours. If K,L are neighbours, we denote by K|L the interface (face) ∂K ∩ ∂L between K and L.
•
Ω is denoted by x K * ; it will be associated later with a unique dual control volume K * ∈ M * . Each face K|L is supplied with a face centre x K|L which should lie in K|L (the more general situation is described in [2] ). For two neighbour vertices x K * and x L * (i.e., vertices of M o joined by an edge of some interface K|L or boundary face), we denote by x K * |L * the middle-point of the segment
are two neighbour vertices of the interface K|L. We denote by T K K * ,K * |L * the tetrahedra formed by the points
is called an element of the mesh and is denoted by T (see Figure 1) ; the set of all elements is denoted by T .
• Define the volume K * associated with a vertex x K * of M o Ω as the union of all elements T ∈ T having x K * for one of its vertices. The collection M * of all such K * forms another partition of Ω. If x K * ∈ Ω ∪ Γ N , we say that K * is an (interior) dual control volume and write K * ∈ M * ; and if x K * ∈ Γ D , we say that K * is a boundary dual control volume and write
Note that by construction, the set of vertices coincides with the set of dual centres x K * ; the set of dual vertices consists of centres x K , face centres x K|L and edge centres (middle Figure 1 . One of the twelve elements in diamond D K|L with triangular base K|L points) x K * |L * . Picturing dual volumes in 3D is a hard task; cf. [49] for version (A) and [21] for version (C).
• We denote by N * (K * ) the set of (dual) neighbours of a dual control volume K * , and by K * |L * , the (dual) interface ∂K * ∩ ∂L * between dual neighbours K * and L * .
• Finally, we introduce the partitions of Ω into diamonds and subdiamonds. If K, L ∈ M o are neighbours, let H K be the convex hull of x K and K|L and H L be the convex hull of x L and K|L. Then the union
o are neighbours, and x K * , x L * are neighbour vertices of the corresponding interface K|L, then the union of the four elements We denote by D,S the sets of all diamonds and the set of all subdiamonds, respectively. Generic elements of D,S are denoted by D,S, respectively. Notice that D is a partition of a subdomain of Ω (only a small neighbourhood of Γ N in Ω is not covered by diamonds).
• (See Figure 2) The following notations are only needed for an explicit expression of the discrete divergence operator (and also for the proof of the discrete duality given in [2] ). It is convenient to orient the axis x K x L of each diamond D. Whenever the orientation is of importance, the primal vertices defining the diamond will be denoted by x K , x K⊕ in such a way that the vector − −−−− → x K x K⊕ has the positive orientation. The oriented diamond is then denoted by D K |K⊕ . We denote by e K ,K⊕ the corresponding unit vector, and by d K ,K⊕ , the length of
Fixing the normal n K |K⊕ of K |K ⊕ induces an orientation of the corresponding face K |K ⊕ , which is a convex polygon with l vertices (we only use l = 3 or 4): we denote the vertices of
, and by
, the length of
Figure 1. One of the twelve elements in diamond D
K|L with triangular base K|L points) x K * |L * . Picturing dual volumes in 3D is a hard task; cf. [49] for version (A) and [21] for version (C).
• (See Figure 2) The following notations are only needed for an explicit expression of the discrete divergence operator (and also for the proof of the discrete duality given in [2] ). It is convenient to orient the axis x K x L of each diamond D. Whenever the orientation is of importance, the primal vertices defining the diamond will be denoted by x K , x K⊕ in such a way that the vector − −−−− → x K x K⊕ has the positive orientation. The oriented diamond is then denoted by D K |K⊕ . We denote by e K ,K⊕ the corresponding unit vector, and by d K ,K⊕ , the length of − −−−− → x K x K⊕ . We denote by n K |K⊕ the unit normal vector to K |K ⊕ such that n K |K⊕ · e K ,K⊕ > 0.
Simplified notation in a diamond To simplify the notation, we will drop the K's in the subscripts and denote the objects introduced above by x ,x ⊕ , e ,⊕ ,d ,⊕ , n ,⊕ and by
• For a diamond D = D K |K⊕ , we denote by Proj D the orthogonal projection of R 3 onto the line spanned by the vector e K ,K⊕ ; we denote by Proj * D the orthogonal projection of R 3 onto the plane containing the interface K |K ⊕ .
• We denote by Vol(A) the three-dimensional Lebesgue measure of A which can stand for a control volume, a dual control volume, or a diamond. In particular, for
, we have the formula Vol(S) =
. Note the mixed product is positive, thanks to our conventions on the orientation in D K |K ⊕ and because we have assumed that x * ,⊕ ∈ K |K ⊕ .
Remark 3.1. Diamonds permit to define the discrete gradient operator, while subdiamonds permit to give formulas for the discrete divergence operator (see (13) , (14) and (17), (21) below, respectively).
In the context of 2D "double" schemes, introducing diamonds is quite standard (see, e.g., [6, 26] ). Subdiamonds are "hidden" in the 2D construction : they actually coincide with diamonds.
Discrete functions, fields, and boundary data.
The set of all such functions is denoted by R T .
can be obtained by averaging the "continuous" Dirichlet datum g over the boundary volume K ⊂ Γ D (resp., over the part of Γ D adjacent to the boundary To simplify the notation, we will drop the K's in the subscripts and denote the objects introduced above by x ,x ⊕ , e ,⊕ ,d ,⊕ , n ,⊕ and by • We denote by Vol(A) the three-dimensional Lebesgue measure of A which can stand for a control volume, a dual control volume, or a diamond. In particular, for
. Note the mixed product is positive, thanks to our conventions on the orientation in D K |K⊕ and because we have assumed that x * ,⊕ ∈ K |K ⊕ . Remark 3.1. Diamonds permit to define the discrete gradient operator, while subdiamonds permit to give formulas for the discrete divergence operator (see (13) , (14) and (17), (21) below, respectively).
can be obtained by averaging the "continuous" Dirichlet datum g over the boundary volume K ⊂ Γ D (resp., over the part of Γ D adjacent to the boundary dual volume K * ); if g is continuous, the mean value can be replaced by the value of g at x K (resp., at x K * ). We refer to [6] for details.
. In practice, s K can be obtained by averaging the "continuous" Neumann datum s over the degenerate volume K ⊂ Γ N . In the case Γ D = Ø, one should be careful while using approximate quadratures to produce s T from s. Indeed, some compatibility conditions between Neumann data and source terms may arise while discretising elliptic equations (this is the case of system (1), because the difference of the two equations of the system is an elliptic equation, and the compatibility condition (5) is needed for the solvability of the system). The compatibility condition, expressed in terms of Γ N s i,e , should be preserved at the discrete level. This is the case for the above choice of s T : indeed, we have the equality
3.2.3. The discrete gradient operator.
• On the set R T of discrete functions w T on Ω, we define the discrete gradient
where the entry
where · F (·) is the affine function from R 3 to R that is constant in the direction n ,⊕ orthogonal to K|L and that is the ad hoc affine interpolation (namely, (15) below) of the values w * i at the vertices x *
(we use the simplified notation in the diamond D = D K |K⊕ , as depicted in Figure 2 ). For the vertices of D that lie in Γ D , the values of g T are used: e.g., if x K ∈ Γ D , then we set w := g K in the above formula.
Clearly, if l = 3 there is a unique consistent interpolation of the values w 1 , w 2 , w 3 . For l ≥ 4, no consistent interpolation exists, and we choose the linear form in w * i that leads to the expression (15)
it is shown in [2] that this choice is exact on affine functions, and that it leads to the discrete duality formula. For an explicit formula of
Remark 3.2. In (14), the primal mesh M o serves to reconstruct one component of the gradient, which is the one in the direction e ,⊕ . The dual mesh M * serves to reconstruct, with the help of the formula (15), the two other components, which are those lying in the plane containing K |K ⊕ . The same happens for version (A) of the scheme. On the contrary, version (C) only reconstructs one direction of the discrete gradient on the mesh M * , while the third direction is reconstructed on a third mesh that we denote by M . Remark 3.3. We stress that our gradient approximation is consistent (see [2] for the proof). Indeed, let w ,
T coincides with the value of ∇w on D.
3.2.4. The discrete divergence operator.
• On the set (
where the entries div
where n K (resp., n K * ) denotes the exterior unit normal vector to K (resp., to K * ). Further, for K ∈ M o Γ N , we mean that n K points inside Ω, and we adapt the following formal definition:
thus, although Vol(K) is zero, in calculations we only use the products Vol(K)div K M T , which are well defined thanks to convention (19) . In practise, the discrete equations corresponding to volumes of M o Γ N will always read as
Notice that the values of the Neumann data s T only appear in the convention (19) for the degenerate primal volumes K ⊂ Γ N ; at the same time, in the volumes K * adjacent to Γ N the data s T are taken into account indirectly. Namely, let K * be a dual volume adjacent to Γ N , and let D be a diamond intersecting K * and adjacent to Γ N ; then the value M D · n K used for the definition of div K * M T is linked to the data s T via equations (20) .
The formulas (18) are standard for divergence discretisation in finite volume methods; their interpretation is straightforward, using the Green-Gauss theorem. The consistency of the discrete divergence operator (in the weak sense) can be inferred by duality from the one of the discrete gradient operator (Remark 3.3) and from the discrete duality property (11); see Proposition 5.1(iii) and [2] .
For the explicit calculation of the right-hand sides in (18) , one can further split diamonds into subdiamonds. In a generic subdiamond, we use the following notation. Consider S ∈ S; it is associated with a unique oriented diamond which we denote D K |K⊕ , so that S is of the form
. In order to cope with the vector orientation issues, given
we define
For K ∈ M o , we denote by V(K) the set of all subdiamonds S ∈ S such that K ∩ S = Ø. In the same way, for K * ∈ M * we define the set V * (K * ) of the subdiamonds intersecting K * . Then, using the notation ·, ·, · for the mixed product on R 3 , we can express formulae (18) as
(see Figure 2 ). Details can be found in [2] .
Remark 3.4. In practise it is not necessary to calculate the discrete divergence; indeed, with the help of the duality property, one can express the discrete system of equations in the dual form, where the calculation of the discrete divergence of the solution is replaced by the calculation of the discrete gradient of a test function. Thus, as for the so-called mimetic finite difference methods, in order to formulate a DDFV scheme it is sufficient to calculate discrete gradients. This amounts to the "discrete weak formulation" (27) we use in the sequel. • Recall that R T is the space of all discrete functions on Ω. For
• Recall that in (12), for version (B) of the scheme, given a discrete function v T , we set
3 v K * where for H 2 -a.e x ∈ Γ N , K and K * are uniquely defined by the fact that x ∈ K ∩ K * .
• Finally, for ·, · Γ N , we simply use the L 2 scalar product on Γ N . Now a straightforward adaptation of the proof of the discrete duality property in [2] yields the desired discrete duality property (11).
The DDFV schemes and convergence results
The time-implicit DDFV finite volume schemes for Problem (1),(2),(3) can be formally (up to convention (19) ) written under the following general form:
For two rigorous interpretations of (22), see Definition 4.2 below.
We normalise u
T,n+1
e by requiring, for all n = 1, . . . , N ,
(the last condition is only meaningful for the meshing (C)). The triple (u
e , v T,n+1 ) constitutes the unknown discrete functions at time level n; v A relation that links h T,n+1 to v T,n+1 closes the scheme; we consider the following two choices: the fully implicit scheme, (25) h
and the linearised implicit scheme
where P T is the projection operator acting from L 1 (Ω) into the space of the corresponding discrete functions; further, v T,n+1 (·) define the piecewise constant functions reconstructed according to (12) from the values v
(for versions (A) and (B)) or v
(for version (C)). The same convention applies to v T,n (·). We refer to Section 5.7 for a detailed description of such discretisation of the ionic current term.
Remark 4.1. In the discretisation of the ionic current term h(v), the choice (25) , (26) is made to reconstruct the L 1 function v T (·) and then to re-project it on the mesh T. This is tricky and it may seem unnatural. But we explain in Section 5.7 that this is the way to ensure that the structure of the reaction terms in the discrete equations yields exactly the same a priori estimates as for the continuous problem.
The seemingly simpler choice h T,n+1 = h(v T,n+1 ) (instead of (25)) does not have good structure properties; we can justify the convergence of the associated scheme by adding a penalisation term (cf. [4] ) whose role is to make small the differences v 
· for the entries corresponding to
is used, that is, the equations take the form v
e ) = 0 and
and for all ϕ T ∈ R T , for all n ∈ [0, N ] the following identities hold:
Notice that the equivalence of the two above formulations of (22) is easy to establish; namely, the discrete duality property (11) is used together with the choice of discrete test functions ϕ T that only contain one non-zero entry.
The existence of solutions to the discrete equations is obtained in a standard way from the Brouwer fixed-point theorem and the coercivity enjoyed by our schemes; the uniqueness proof mimics the one of Theorem 2.5. More precisely, we have Proposition 4.3. Assume (6),(7). Whenever ∆t < 1 2L , for all given boundary data satisfying (5) (if Γ D = Ø, we add (24) to the scheme) and for all given initial data (23) there exists one and only one discrete solution to the scheme (22), (25) ; likewise, there exists one and only one discrete solution to the scheme (22), (26) . Moreover, for fixed boundary data, the discrete L 2 contraction property holds for the v T,∆t component of the solution of the fully implicit scheme (22) , (23), (25) : Indeed, for all n ∈ [0, N ],
Remark 4.4. Let us point out that the fully implicit scheme leads, at each time level, to a nonlinear system of equations, and to compute the solution given by Proposition 4.3 (or, rather, a reasonable approximation to it) we can use the following variational formulation of the scheme:
at the time level n, minimise over (24) should be added on the domain of the functional J). Similarly to the argument in [6] , it is checked from the discrete duality formula and from formula (40) in Section 5.7 that the scheme (22) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the above problem. From the properties of h(·) it follows that for ∆t < 1 2L , we are facing a minimisation problem for the convex coercive functional J. Thus descent iterative methods can be used for solving the discrete system (22) at each time step. Now we can state the main result of this paper. T,∆t (·) to the fully implicit scheme (22) , (23) , (25) , (12) converges, as the approximation parameters ∆x, ∆t tend to zero, to the unique solution (u i , u e , v) of Problem (1),(2),(3); the convergence is strong in L 2 (Q)×L 2 (Q)×L r (Q). Moreover, the discrete gradients converge to ( ∇u i , ∇u e , ∇v) strongly in L 2 (Q) 3 ;
(ii) For any r < 16/3, the statement analogous to (i) holds for the discrete solutions of the linearised implicit scheme (22) , (23), (26), (12) .
If Γ D = Ø, the constraint (24) should be added to the equations of the scheme.
In the same vein, the standard 2D DDFV construction can be applied to problem (1),(2),(3) on 2D polygonal domains. The convergence result of Theorem 4.5(i) remains true, and the one of Theorem 4.5(ii) extends to all r < 6. We stress that the realistic case r = 4 is covered by our convergence results.
Discrete functional analysis tools for DDFV schemes
For a given mesh T of Ω as described in Section 3, the size of T is defined as size(T) := max max
If the assumption x K ∈ K is relaxed, diam(K) must be replaced with diam(K∩{x K }) in the above expression.
In what follows, we will always think of a family of meshes such that size(T) goes to zero.
Regularity assumptions on the meshes.
In different finite volume methods, one always needs some qualitative restrictions on the mesh T (such as, e.g., x K ∈ K, or the convexity of volumes and/or diamonds, or the mesh orthogonality, or the Delaunay condition on a simplicial mesh). For the convergence analysis with respect to families of such meshes, it is convenient (though not always necessary) to impose shape regularity assumptions. These assumptions are quantitative: this means that the "distortion" of certain objects in a mesh is measured with the help of a regularity constant reg(T), which is finite for each individual mesh but may get unbounded if an infinite family of meshes is considered. For the 3D DDFV meshes presented in this paper, there are two main mesh regularity assumptions. First, we require several lower bounds on
Further, we need a bound on the inclination of the (primal and dual) interfaces with respect to the (dual or primal) edges:
and the plane K|L is separated from 0 and π, meaning that reg(T) cos α K,L ≥ 1;
and −−−−−−→ x K * |L * x K|L is separated from 0 and π, i.e., reg(T) cos α * K * ,L * ≥ 1. Also a uniform bound on the number of neighbours of volumes / diamonds is useful: (31) Each primal volume K has at most reg(T) neighbour primal volumes; each dual volume K * has at most reg(T) neighbour dual volumes.
For version (C) of the scheme, we impose in addition conditions on the third mesh M ; moreover, the number of vertices of a diamond is restricted by reg(T). Recall that for versions (A) and (B) we assume that all diamond has five (= 2 + 3) or six (= 2 + 4) vertices, because the faces of the primal volumes are assumed to be triangles or quadrilaterals; and the convergence results are shown for the case of triangular primal faces. For versions (A) and (B), when the number l of vertices of a face K|L exceeds three, the kernel of the linear form used to reconstruct the discrete gradient in D
K|L
is not reduced to a constant at the vertices of D K|L . This is a problem, e.g., for the discrete Poincaré inequality and for the proof of discrete compactness. In general, the situation with l ≤ 4 vertices is not clear; for example, the discrete Poincaré inequality holds on every individual mesh, but it is not an easy task to prove that the embedding constant is uniform, even under rigid proportionality assumptions on the meshes. The uniform Cartesian meshes is one case with l = 4 that can be treated (see [2] ), but they are not suitable for the application we have in mind.
In this paper, for a certain range of values of the power r in (6), (7), we use Sobolev embedding inequalities of the discrete H 1 spaces into L q , q > 1; for these results to hold, we may also require (32) ∀ primal volumes K and interfaces K|L,
Consistency of projections and discrete gradients.
Here we gather basic consistency results for the DDFV discretisations. Heuristically, for a given function ϕ on Ω, the projection of ϕ on a mesh T and subsequent application of the discrete gradient ∇ T should produce a discrete field sufficiently close (for size(T) small) to ∇ϕ. Similarly, for a given field M, the adequate projection on the mesh and the application of div T to this projection should yield a discrete function close to div M. In this paper, we mainly use the mean-value projections. For scalar functions on Ω, two projections on R T (which has two components, namely the projections on M o and on M * ) are used:
is zero and we replace the corresponding entry of P T ϕ by the mean value − K ϕ of ϕ over the face K ⊂ Γ N . Similarly, the Neumann data s i,e will be taken into account through the values
Further, if we are interested in the values of ϕ on the Dirichlet part of the boundary, then we use the projection
In particular, the Dirichlet data g i,e will be taken into account in this way. For R 3 -valued fields on Ω, we use the projection on (R 3 ) D defined by
With each of these discrete functions, we associate piecewise constant functions of x on Ω, on Γ D or on Γ N , according to the sense of the projection; then we can study convergence, e.g., of P T M to M in Lebesgue spaces, as size(T) → 0. For the data v 0 ,I app , M i,e , g i,e , s i,e , we need the consistency of the associated projection operators (recall that v 0 ,I app are projected on the meshes M o Ω and M * , M i,e are projected on the diamonds, g i,e are projected on the boundary volumes, and s i,e are projected on the degenerate interior primal volumes K ∈ M o Γ N ). These consistency results can be shown in a straightforward way (see, e.g., [6] ); for example, we have
Note that for the study of weak compactness in Sobolev spaces and convergence of discrete solutions, the consistency results can be formulated for test functions only (and the consistency for div T • P T is formulated in a weak form, except on very symmetric meshes). These results are shown under the regularity restrictions (29) , (30) ,(31) on the mesh; let us give the precise statements.
Proposition 5.1. Let T be a 3D DDFV mesh of Ω as described in Section 3. Let reg(T) measure the mesh regularity in the sense of (29), (30) , (31) . Then the following results hold:
and for version (C), the analogous estimates hold for ϕ − P M ϕ L ∞ (Ω) . Analogous estimates hold for the projections P
(iii) For versions (A) and (B), assume that each primal interface K|L is a triangle. For each M ∈ D(Ω) 3 and for all w
We refer to [2] for a proof of this result.
5.3. Discrete Poincaré, Sobolev inequalities and strong compactness.
The key fact here is the following remark:
Assuming (for versions (A), (B)) that each face K|L of M o is a triangle, one gets the same embedding results on the 3D DDFV meshes (A), (B), (C) as the results known for the two-point discrete gradients on M o and on M * .
Indeed, for variants (A), (B) it has been already observed in the proof of Proposition 5.1(iii) that the restriction l = 3 on the number l of dual vertices of a diamond Figure 2 ). For version (C), this kind of control is always true for the divided differences along the edges of any of the three meshes. Consequently, for a proof of the different embeddings, we can treat the primal and the dual meshes in T separately, as if our scheme was one with the two-point gradient reconstruction.
First we give discrete DDFV versions of the embeddings of the discrete W Proposition 5.2. Let T be a 3D DDFV mesh of Ω as described in Section 3. Let reg(T) measure the mesh regularity in the sense (30) and (32). Assume (for versions (A) and (B)) that each primal interface K|L is a triangle.
. Notice that for the Poincaré inequality (the first statement), assumption (32) is not needed, cf. [7] for a proof. Actually, with the hint of [7, Lemma 2.6] the Sobolev embeddings for q ≤ 2 × 1 * = 3 can be obtained without using (32) . The statement follows in a very direct way from the proofs given in [28, 20, 29] . Because of (33) , the assumption that the primal mesh faces are triangles (i.e., l = 3) is a key assumption for the proof. In some of the proofs in these papers one refers to admissibility assumptions on the mesh (such as the mesh orthogonality and assumptions of the kind "|x K − x L | ≤ reg(T)|x K − x K|L |", see [28, 29] ), yet, as in [6] (where the proof of the Poincaré inequality is given for the 2D case), these assumptions are easily replaced by the bounds (34) that stem from the mesh regularity assumptions (32) and (30) .
The embeddings of the discrete W 1,p (Ω) space contain an additional term in the right-hand side, which is usually taken to be either the mean value of w T on some fixed part Γ of the boundary ∂Ω (used when a non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on Γ is imposed), or the mean value of w T on some subdomain ω of Ω (the simplest choice is ω = Ω, used for the pure Neumann boundary conditions). Let us point out that the strategy of Eymard, Gallouët and Herbin in [29] actually allows to obtain Sobolev embeddings for the "Neumann case" as soon as the Poincaré inequality is obtained. For the proof, one bootstraps the estimate of Ω |w T | α . First obtained from the Poincaré inequality with α = 2, it is extended to α = 2 · 1 * = 2 2 and so on, until one reaches the critical exponent 2 * = 6. The details are given in [5] . Moreover, the Poincaré inequality for the "Neumann case" (i.e., the embedding into L 2 (Ω) of the discrete analogue of the space u ∈ H 1 (Ω) Ω u = 0 ) and for the case with control by the mean value on a part of the boundary, was shown in [29] , [30] . Thus we can assume that the analogue of Proposition 5.2 with the additional terms
in the right-hand side of the estimates is justified. Notice that the compactness of the sub-critical embeddings is easy to obtain by interpolation of the L 6 embedding with the compact L 1 embedding derived from the Helly theorem (indeed, the L 1 estimate of ∇ T w T can be seen as the BV estimate of the piecewise constant functions w M o and w M * ). Finally, notice that the same arguments that yield the Poincaré inequality with a homogeneous boundary condition also yield the trace inequality
(the inequalities on the mesh M * and, for the case (C), on the mesh M are completely analogous). These inequalities are useful for treating non-homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on a part Γ N of ∂Ω. T h ) h of discrete functions with L p bounded discrete gradients converge to the same limit. Counterexamples are constructed starting from two distinct smooth functions discretised, one on the primal mesh M o , the other on the dual mesh M * . However, the proposition below shows that in our 3D DDFV framework, we can assume that the "true limit" of the discrete functions
Discrete
coincides with the limit of (12).
Proposition 5.3. (i) Let w
T h ∈ R T h be discrete functions on a family (T h ) h of 3D DDFV meshes of Ω as described in Section 3, parametrised by h ≥ size(T h ). Assume Γ D = Ø and let g T = P T g, for some fixed boundary datum g ∈ H 1 (Ω). Assume that the family
Assume (for versions (A) and (B)) that each primal interface K|L is a triangle. Assume that sup h∈(0,hmax] reg(T h ) < +∞, where reg(T h ) measures the regularity of T h in the sense (29), (30) , (31) and (32) .
According to the type of 3D DDFV meshing considered, let us assimilate w T h into the piecewise constant functions w T h (·) defined by (12); furthermore, let us assimilate the discrete gradient ∇
Then for any sequence (h i ) i converging to zero there exists w ∈ g + V such that, along a sub-sequence,
(ii) If Γ D = Ø, and if the additional assumption of uniform boundedness of
is imposed (with the analogous bound on the mesh M for version (C)), then (36) holds with w ∈ H 1 (Ω).
Let us illustrate the DDFV techniques by giving the ideas of the proof. We justify (i) for the case of the meshing described in Section 3 and the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on Γ D := ∂Ω. The case of a non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition is thoroughly treated in [6] , for the 2D DDFV schemes. The case of Neumann boundary conditions is the simplest one. h as h → 0 and χ is the weak L 2 limit of the associated sequence of discrete gradients ∇ T h w T h , it only remains to show that χ = ∇w in the sense of distributions and that w has zero trace on ∂Ω. These two statements follow from the identity
that we now prove. We exploit the discrete duality and the consistency property of Proposition (5.1)(i),(iii). Take the projection P
0 and write the discrete duality formula
According to the definition of · , · Ω , the first term in (38) is precisely the integral over Ω of the scalar product of the constant per diamond fields ∇ T h w T h and P T h M. By Proposition (5.1)(i) and the definition of χ, this term converges to the first term in (37) as h → 0. Similarly, introducing the projection in (12), we see that, as h → 0,
It remains to invoke Proposition (5.1)(iii) and the
For a proof of (ii) use the versions of the compact Sobolev embeddings with control by the mean value in Ω, and use test functions M compactly supported in Ω.
5.5. Discrete operators, functions and fields on (0, T ) × Ω. We discretise our evolution equations in space using the DDFV operators as described above. In this time-dependent framework, analogous consistency properties, Poincaré inequality and discrete L p (0, T ; W 1,p (Ω)) compactness properties hold.
To be specific, given a DDFV mesh T of Ω and a time step ∆t, one considers the additional projection operator
Here f can mean a function in
The greatest integer smaller than or equal to T /∆t is denoted by N ∆t . We define discrete functions w
N∆t are defined similarly. The associated norms are defined in a natural way; e.g., the discrete
To treat space-time dependent test functions and fields as in Proposition 5.1, one replaces the projection operators P T (and its components P M o ,P M * ), P ∂T and P T by their compositions with S ∆t . Then the statements and proof of Proposition 5.1 can be extended in a straightforward way.
Also the statements of Proposition 5.3 extend naturally to the time-dependent context; one only has to replace the statement (36) with the weak L 2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)) convergence statement:
as size(T h ) + ∆t h → 0. It is natural that strong compactness on the space-time cylinder (0, T ) × Ω does not follow from a discrete spatial gradient bound alone; one also needs some control of time oscillations. It is also well known that this control can be a very weak one (cf., e.g., the well-known Aubin-Lions and Simon lemmas).
In the next section, we give the discrete version of one of these results.
. Below we state a result that fuses a basic space translates estimate (for the "compactness in space") with the Kruzhkov L 1 time compactness lemma (see [41] ). Actually, the Kruzhkov lemma is, by essence, a local compactness result. For the sake of simplicity, we state the version suitable for discrete functions that are zero on the boundary; the corresponding L 1 loc ([0, T ] × Ω) version can be shown with the same arguments (cf. [5] ), and this local version can be used for all boundary conditions.
N∆t h be a family of discrete functions on the cylinder (0, T ) × Ω corresponding to a family (∆t h ) h of time steps and to a family (T h ) h of 3D DDFV meshes of Ω as described in Section 3; we understand that h ≥ size(T h ) + ∆t h . Assume that sup h∈(0,hmax] reg(T h ) < +∞, where reg(T h ) measures the regularity of T h in the sense (29) and (30) .
Assume (for versions (A) and (B)) that all primal interfaces K|L for all meshes T h are triangles. For each h > 0, assume that the discrete functions v T h ,∆t h satisfy the discrete evolution equations
with some initial data
Assume that there is a constant M such that the following uniform L 1 ((0, T )×Ω) estimates hold:
and
Assume that the families
The convergence proofs 6.1. Convergence of the fully implicit scheme. The proof follows closely the existence proof for Problem (1), (2),(3) mentioned in Section 2.
Step 1 (proof of Proposition 4.3 -uniqueness of a discrete solution). Although Remark 4.4 can be used to infer the existence and uniqueness of a discrete solution, let us give a proof that contains the essential calculations also utilised in the subsequent steps. For the uniqueness and the continuous dependence claim (28) we reason as in Theorem 2.5, omitting the regularisation step. Namely, using (22) ,v T,∆t ) , by subtraction we get
i,e ] = 0
. For all n, we take the scalar product · , · Ω of equations (42 i.e ) with the discrete
e , respectively (more precisely, we use the discrete weak formulations (27) with test function ϕ T ). Then we subtract the relation obtained for e from the relation obtained for i. Finally, we use the discrete duality property (11) on the divergence terms. Notice that the boundary terms vanish, because both solutions correspond to the same Dirichlet and Neumann data g
T,∆t
i,e , s
i,e ; in particular, we can use (11) because
i,e −û The outcome of the calculation is the following equality:
e Ω + h
i,e and the definition ofb, using (40) we get
Then the second term is non negative, and we get (28) from (41) and the discrete Gronwall inequality. In particular, it follows that for fixed initial and boundary data there is uniqueness of v T,k+1 for all k. Then, returning to (43), we find out that there is uniqueness
i,e for all n. We conclude the uniqueness of u T,n+1
i,e using the discrete Poincare inequality (and, in the case Γ D = Ø, using condition (24)).
Step 2 (proof of Proposition 4.3 -existence of a discrete solution). Regarding the question of existence, we reason by induction in n. Using the discrete weak formulation (27) with the test function ϕ T = u T i,e , subtracting the equations obtained for subscripts i and e, we find
Then using the condition 1 ∆t > L, property (41), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the equivalence of all norms on R T , we deduce the a priori estimate
i,e , g
T,n+1
i,e , l, γ, Ω, Γ D ).
The left-hand side allows us to bound the discrete solutions a priori, if Γ D = Ø. The case of pure Neumann BC is slightly more delicate. We take advantage of the above estimate to apply the Leray-Schauder topological degree theorem. Let us look at the most delicate case Γ D = Ø.
For θ ∈ [0, 1], we consider the initial data θv 0 , the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary data θg i,e and θs i,e , and the source term θI app . We consider a family F θ of maps on the space 24) holds for all n defined as follows. First, given an element in Sp denoted U T,n+1 , introduce the following notation for the expressions in the left-hand side of equations (22) with data scaled by θ:
e ); recall that for the volumes K ∈ M o Γ N , the convention (19) applies, so that the entry of α 
, where the diamond D is the one with K ⊂ ∂D. Then we define F θ as the element of
θ . This definition implies that F θ maps Sp into itself, thanks to the definition of the discrete divergence (which ensures the consistency of the fluxes) and to the constraint (5) that is preserved at the discrete level.
With this definition, it is evident that the zeros of F θ are solutions of the scheme (22) with data scaled by θ. The estimate that we have just deduced is uniform in θ; it provides a uniform in θ bound on some norm of possible zeros of F θ in Sp.
Therefore from the Leray-Schauder theorem and the existence of a trivial zero of F 0 we infer existence of a zero for F θ , in particular for θ = 1.
Step 3 (Estimates of the discrete solution). We make the same calculation as in Step 1, but withû T,∆t i,e set to zero; and we sum over n = 1, . . . , k. Using the convexity inequality a(a − b) ≥ i,e and the definition ofb, using (40) we get the identity
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, property (41), the trace inequality (35) for each components of the solution, and the discrete Gronwall inequality, we deduce the following uniform bounds:
where
, and s i,e L 2 ((0,T )×Γ N ) . As usual, in order to obtain (47), the case Γ D = Ø is treated separately, using the normalisation property (24) for u e , the L 2 (Q) bound on v and the fact that u e = u i − v.
Step 4 (Continuous weak formulation for the discrete solutions). We take a test function ϕ ∈ D (0, T ] × Ω∪Γ N and discretise it as follows:
•S ∆t ϕ; on the Dirichlet boundary, we take ϕ ∂T := 0.
Then we use the discrete weak formulation (27) with test function ∆tϕ T,n+1 at time level n, and sum over n. What we get is
The equation for the components u T,∆t e is analogous. We use summation by parts on the first term in (48) , the Lipschitz continuity of ∂ t ϕ, the definition of v T,0 and Proposition 5.1(i), to see that this term equals
where r ϕ denotes a generic remainder term such that r ϕ (size(T), ∆t) → 0 as size(T), ∆t → 0. Thanks to (40) , the second term in (48) is merely
Because the discrete gradients are constant per diamond, thanks to the definition of M
i and to the discrete gradient consistency result of Proposition 5.1(ii), the third term in (48) is equal to
.
Similarly, thanks to further consistency results, the two last terms in (48) can be rewritten as
Gathering the above calculations, we end up with the weak form of the discrete equation:
; the constant C depends on the data of the problem, Ω and reg(T). The second equation of the system is analogous, with u T,∆t i replaced by u T,∆t e and with signs changed accordingly.
Step 5 (Convergences via compactness). All the convergences below are along a sub-sequence of a sequence ∆t m , T m of time steps and meshes with size(T m ) + ∆t m tending to zero as m → ∞. In what follows, we drop the subscripts "m" in the notation; indeed, after the identification of the limits, the uniqueness of a solution to Problem (1),(2),(3) will permit to suppress the extraction argument.
From (47) and the compactness results in Sections 5.4, 5.5, we readily find that
as size(T), ∆t → 0; and
e (·), analogous convergences hold for v T,∆t and its discrete gradient, the corresponding limits being v := u i − u e and ∇v, respectively.
Moreover, if Γ D = ∂Ω, g i,e ≡ 0, we can use the compactness result of Section 5.6 and infer the strong convergence of v T,∆t (·) in L 1 (Q); by the preceding remark, the limit is identified with v. In the case of other boundary conditions, we use the local version of Proposition 5.4 (shown in [5] for traditional finite volume schemes; the adaptation to DDFV schemes is straightforward). Up to now we only have the
In both cases, the uniform up-to-theboundary estimate (46) and the interpolation argument yield the strong convergence
, for all ε > 0, and the weak L r (Q) convergence. In particular, thanks to the growth assumption (6) on h we have
Step 6 (Passage to the limit in the continuous weak formulation). In view of the properties (50), (51) of Step 5, the passage to the limit in (49) and the corresponding equation for u T,∆t e is straightforward. We conclude that the limit triple u i , u e , v of u
is a weak solution of Problem (1), (2), (3) . In view of the uniqueness of a weak solution, we can bypass the "extraction of a sub-sequence" part in Step 5. This ends the convergence proof.
Step 7 (Strong convergences). We will prove that the functions u
T,∆t
i,e
and their discrete gradients converge strongly to u i,e , ∇u i,e , respectively, in L 2 (Q), while v T,∆t converges strongly to v in L r (Q). To this end, we will utilise monotonicity arguments to improve the weak convergences to the strong ones.
By the established weak convergences and the strong
and (for version (C)) of v M ,0 to v 0 , we get lim size(T),∆t→0
First, as in Step 2, take the discrete solutions u
i,e as test functions in the discrete equations and subtract the resulting identities. Next, with the help of the regularisation Lemma 2.4, take u i,e as test functions in the two equations of the system, and subtract the resulting identities. Comparing the two relations with the help of (52), using in addition inequality (41), we infer lim size(T),∆t→0
Furthermore, let us assume for simplicity that L = 0, l = 0 (which means that h(0) = 0 and h(r)r ≥ 0, so that the Fatou lemma can be used); to treat the general case, use the test function ζ(t) := exp(2L(T − t))1l [0,T ) (t) in order to absorb the terms containing L|v| 2 ζ into the term v 2 2 ∂ t ζ. By the Fatou lemma and properties of weak convergence (with respect to weighted vector-valued L 2 (Q) spaces with weights the matrices M i,e > 0), we conclude that the above inequality is actually an equality. Using the fact that weak convergence plus convergence of norms yields strong convergence in uniformly convex Banach spaces, using an easy refinement of the Fatou lemma 2 (convergence of the integrals implies the strong convergence), we conclude that
Using the lower bound in (6) and the Vitali theorem, we infer that
, thus the weak L r (Q) convergence of v T,∆t (·) to v is upgraded to the claimed strong convergence.
Finally, the strong L 2 (Q) convergence of the discrete gradients of u
i,e ensures a uniform estimate on their translates in time:
Then the discrete Poincaré inequality yields a uniform control of the L 2 (Q) time translates
(here we also use the uniform time translates of the discrete Dirichlet data g
i,e ; as usual, the case Γ D = Ø is treated separately). Because we can control the space translates of u Remark 6.1. Under some stronger proportionality assumptions on the meshes, consistency properties similar to those of Proposition 5.1(i),(ii) hold not only for test functions, but also for functions in L 2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)) (cf. [6] ). Using the argument of [6] , we conclude that the discrete solution u
i,e converges strongly in L 2 (Ω) to u i,e . Indeed, from the discrete Poincaré inequality we derive the estimate
and analogous estimates on the meshes M * and (for version (C)) M . Then the consistency and strong convergence of the discrete gradients imply the desired result: we find u M o ,∆t i,e − u i,e L 2 (Q) → 0 as size(T), ∆t → 0, and so forth.
6.2.
A linearised implicit scheme and its convergence. We follow step by step the preceding proof and indicate the modifications needed to take into account the linearised-implicit treatment of the ionic current term. We notice that throughout the calculations of the preceding proof,
where we have set v T,∆t (t, ·) := v T,0 (·) for t ∈ (−∆t, 0], and by v T,∆t (· − ∆t) we mean the function (t, x) ∈ Q → v T,∆t (t − ∆t, x). Step 1. We cannot get the continuous dependence with the same technique, but by induction, we get uniqueness. Indeed, as soon as the uniqueness of v T,n is justified, we have
This inequality plays the same role as the non-negativity of the second term in (44) .
2 This result is sometimes referred to as the Schaeffe lemma, and it can be stated as follows:
Steps 2 and 4. The arguments are unchanged, except for (53).
Step 3. The estimates (45) and (47) remain true. Notice that the function b is non-negative. Therefore the estimate (46) is replaced by the following one:
Now we use new arguments. Namely the discrete Sobolev embedding inequality of Section 5.3 yields a uniform
Step 5. The main difference is the way we ensure the strong L 1 (Q) convergence of v T,∆t and the weak L 1 (Q) convergence of the associated ionic current term
It is sufficient to treat the nonlinear part of h T,∆t (·); thus we can "forget" about the two last terms in (56). Let us first notice that the definition of b and the growth bound (6) on h imply that for some constant β = β(α, L, l) we have
Then the assumption r − 2 < 16/3 − 2 = 10/3 made in Theorem 4.5(ii) and the uniform L 10/3 (Q) bound (55) on v T,∆t ensure the equi-integrability of the functions
Thus estimate (54) and the aforementioned equi-integrability of b(v T,∆t (· − ∆t)) ensure the equi-integrability of the ionic current term h T,∆t (·). In particular, from (26) we infer L 1 (Q) bounds on the components of the discrete function h T,∆t :
for version (C), the term on M is also controlled. At this stage, the full strength of Proposition 5.4 is put into service: indeed, we only have the L 1 control of the right-hand side of the discrete evolution equations (22) . We infer the strong L 1 (Q) convergence (along a sub-sequence) for v T,∆t . Then from the Vitali theorem and the fact that v
and a.e., we get the strong convergence of h T,∆t (·) to h(v). Steps 6 and 7. The arguments remain unchanged, taking into account (53).
Numerical experiments
For the numerical simulations, the bidomain problem (1) is reformulated in terms of v and u e only; the elimination of u i , thanks to the relation v = u i − u e , decreases the number of unknowns per primal/dual volume from three to two.
In terms of v and u e , the parabolic type problem (1) is turned into the following elliptic-parabolic problem:
For ε = 1, problem (57) is equivalent to the original problem (1); indeed, the first line in (57) results from the summation of the two lines in (1), with
The bidomain problem will be considered under formulation (57) throughout this section. We point out that numerical schemes associated with formulation (57) are equivalent with numerical schemes for the formulation (1), following the same algebraic operations on the discrete equations. A scaling parameter ε has also been introduced in (57). Its presence clearly makes no difference for the mathematical study of the previous sections, but it greatly helps the solutions of (57) to behave as excitation potential waves (which waves (57) is supposed to model). More precisely, following the analysis in [17] , such a scaling parameter together with a cubic shape for h[v] := v(v − 1)(v − α) provide a simplified model for spreading of excitation in the myocardium; the parameters ε and α have been set respectively to 1/50 and 0.2. The way excitation waves are generated is detailed in Subsection 7.1.
The convergence of the DDFV space discretisations for the bidomain problem has been justified in Theorem 4.5 for two different discretisations (the fully implicit in time and the linearised semi-implicit one) of the ionic current term. Here we complement these theoretical studies by the numerical experiments on the third (and the most important in practise) case of fully explicit in time discretisation of the ionic current term. The implementation of the scheme is detailed in Section 7.2. Although the theoretical study of this scheme is made difficult for technical reasons, we do observe convergence numerically.
The convergence result in Theorem 4.5 involves a comparison between the exact solution and the discrete solution in the L 2 (Q) norm, the discrete solution being interpreted as the weighted sum of two piecewise constant functions (on the primal and on the dual cells). The practical computation of this L 2 distance is difficult. Namely, a (coarse) numerical solution on a given (coarse) mesh has to be compared with a second (reference) numerical solution computed on a reference mesh aimed to reproduce the exact solution, unknown in practise. The reference mesh will not be here a refinement of the coarse one, thus the precise computation of an L 2 norm between the coarse and the reference numerical solutions, thought as piecewise constant functions, is an awful task. Therefore we use a slightly different convergence indicator, as presented in Section 7.3. The quantity (63) provides a more convenient measure of the square of the L 2 (Q) norm. The convergence with respect to this variant of discrete L 2 norm will be studied here. Notice that under reasonable regularity assumptions on the mesh, the two discrete L 2 norms are equivalent.
Convergence will be studied both in 2D and in 3D. The introduction of the two dimensional case is mostly intended to confirm the results in dimension three: because of the numerical facilities in dimension two (smaller growth of the problem size under refinement), it allows a deeper insight into the asymptotic behaviours. d , d = 2, 3 denoting the space dimension. We consider solutions under the form of excitation potential waves spreading from the domain centre towards its boundary, as depicted in Figure 3 in the two dimensional case, relatively to some medium anisotropy detailed below.
Excitation is initiated by applying a centred stimulation during a short period of time, precisely: I app (x, t) = 0.9 for 1 < t < 1.1 and |x − x 0 | < 0.1 (x 0 denoting the centre of Ω) and I app (x, t) = 0 otherwise. The initial condition for v is uniformly set to 0. A homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is considered on ∂Ω, uniqueness is ensured by adding the normalisation condition (4) on u e . The domain Ω is assumed to be composed of a bundle of parallel horizontal muscular fibres, resulting Numerically, these integrals are evaluated using an order two Gauss quadrature on the cells of S r , leading to an exact evaluation up to rounding errors. The three following tests have been performed. 7.3.1. Test 1; activation time convergence. The activation time mapping φ : Ω → R is defined at each point x as the time φ(x) = t such that the transmembrane potential v(x, t) = s for the threshold value s := 0.9. The value φ(x) tells us at what time the excitation wave reaches the point x, the activation time mapping thus is of crucial importance in terms of physiological interpretation of the model. Activation time in 2D computed on various meshes are depicted on Figure 4 . The discrepancy between the activation mappings φ r and φ c computed at the reference and coarse levels respectively is evaluated using the relative error in the L 2 (Ω) norm defined in (62). Numerical results for activation time convergence are given in Table 1 .
Convergence is numerically observed here both in 2D and in 3D. Moreover, the figures obtained in the two dimensional case indicate an order two convergence relatively to the mesh size. Such a conclusion, although plausible, is not possible in the three dimensional case: to be observed it would require a much finer reference mesh which is not affordable in terms of computational effort. Table 2 . Convergence of the transmembrane potential v and of the extracellular potential u e at three fixed times: t = 1.2, 1.6 and 2.2. The reference solution for these chosen times are depicted in Figure 3 . Above (resp. below) are reported the errors in the two (resp. three) dimensional case. On each table line the three first figures after the number of nodes correspond to the errors on v, whereas the three last ones correspond to u e . Errors are relative errors in L 2 (Ω) norm as defined in (63).
3D case
7.3.2. Test 2; space convergence. Let us denote by v r and u r e , (resp. v c and u c e ) the transmembrane potential and extracellular potential computed on the reference mesh (resp. a coarse mesh). The discrepancy between v c , v r and u r e , u c e at a chosen time t has been computed using the relative error in the L 2 (Ω) norm (62). Three fixed times t have been considered: t = 1.2, 1.6 and 2.2, corresponding to the reference solution depicted in Figure 3 .
Because of the particular wavefront-like shape of the solution, this error can be geometrically reinterpreted as follows. Consider at time t the sub-region of Ω that is activated according to the reference solution u r e but not activated according to the coarse solution u c e . The numerator in (63) simply measures the square root of the area of this sub-region. Using the elliptic shape of activated regions, one gets that e Ω,2 (u r , u c ) measures the square root of the relative error on the wavefront propagation velocity (more precisely the square root of the sum of the axial and transverse wavefront propagation velocities relative errors). This error, as in test case 1, is of prime physiological importance. Numerical results for this test are displayed in Table 2 . Although convergence is well illustrated, no particular asymptotic behaviour can be inferred from these results. 7.3.3. Test 3; space and time convergence. A numerical space and time convergence indicator e Q,2 is introduced here, aiming to reproduce an L 2 (Q) relative error between a coarse and the reference solution (Q = (0, T ) × Ω). Convergence is measured using this indicator, and this third test therefore is intended to numerically illustrate the convergence result of Theorem 4.5.
The transmembrane potentials v r and v c have been recorded at the same times, namely t n = nδt, for δt = 1/100 unit of time, n = 0, . . . , T /δt and T = 3. Numerical results are given in Table 3 : convergence both in 2D and in 3D is observed. The two dimensional case results indicate an order two convergence relatively to the mesh size. As in the first test case, such a conclusion is not possible in the three dimensional case: a much finer reference mesh (not affordable) would be needed. 
